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AUSPICIOUS HOUSE
Increasing your health and prosperity with Feng Shui

GOOD BEDROOM for HEALTHY LIFE
What is the one room that you spend most
of your time in the house? It is your
bedroom: the place where we relax, rest and
recharge our energy for the battle of the next
day. If there is one room that is most
responsible for your health, it is the
bedroom. Therefore as the saying goes your
health is your wealth, bedroom is the next
crucial points after the main door and
kitchen. Let us look more into what
constitute a good resting sanctuary ...

1. Good location
This first point is quite logical and
straightforward: your bedroom should be
located strategically within the house where
it is conducive to rest. It should not be noisy
or too bright (like having an oversized
window facing a busy street) and it should
have a comfortable temperature- avoid
facing hot western sun. In flying star, ideally
a bedroom is located on a good mountain
star, which you can refer from your house
birth chart.
If you have a bedroom on the second floor,
avoid having it on top of a bathroom or
kitchen, because the extreme yin or yang
energy emanating from those rooms will
disrupt the energy balance of your sanctuary.

2. Good bed position
Our next checklist is having an ideal bed position. It is
recommended to have a proper bedhead with good support against
a wall and located diagonally opposite the door. The movement of
energy in the bedroom should be subtle, therefore avoid sleeping
position with your feet or head directly facing any openings.
Check for any sharp corners pointing at your bed too!
In addition, many people enquire about the correct height for
their bed. This should come back to what is practical and
ergonomically right, i.e. do not force on having certain ‘auspicious’
dimensions when it is either too high, too low or uncomfortable to
sleep on

3. Good Sleeping direction

Not a good support for the bed!

On a more advanced Feng Shui analysis, having a good sleeping
direction is very important to improve your wellbeing and quality
of rest. We can calculate this from various methods, such as the
popular Gua number derived from the year of birth, but the most
accurate is the one that takes into consideration the full birth
data. Be careful though not to be too rigid in this-- sometimes it is
wise not to adopt your ideal sleeping direction if you end up facing
bad flying stars, for example. You may also have diﬀerent good
directions with your sleeping partner, therefore a compromy is a
must. A good Feng Shui consultant should be able to prioritize
which one matters the most.

Goo d bedroo m f o r b e t te r w e l l b e i ng
4. Check for Sha Qi!
When we rest, our body and cells regenerate. Therefore
we should be careful of any sha qi or bad energy from our
surrounding, be it from the sideways, top or bottoms or
our bed. Always check what is on top of your head when
you lay down; is there any protruding beams from the
ceiling? Check underneath the bed--many health problems
surface out due to a running electricity cable under your
bed, or even water pipes from the ground. These are all
electromagnetic sha qi that will disrupt our body cells at
their vulnerable stage: the resting and regenerating phase.
Last but not least, check on the other side of the wall
where your bed head is located. If you sleep opposite
kitchen, bathroom or even worse-toilet bowls, there is
bound to be problems with your health, be it in a short or
long term.

5. Balanced energy inside

These beams will pose a hidden threat
to anyone sleeping on that bed!

As your bedroom should emanate a calm and peaceful
energy, avoid having too much yang furnishings and items
inside, such as big surfaced mirrors (especially those
reflecting your bed), water features, computer and audio
sets. Do not put wifi router inside your bedroom, and keep
a good distance between your TV and your bed.

6. Neutral scheme is the best
When it comes to designing your bedroom, it is
advisable to pick your favourable colour but to
keep it within a neutral tone. Do not upset your
senses by introducing strong colour combinations,
be it too bright or too dark. Many designers tend to
overdo their bedrooms by playing too much with
too many things from bold motives, elaborate
bedheads to coloured chandeliers but at the end of
the day, all you need to feel is a sense of peace out
of this space. Most of the time, simple but
comfortable bedroom will always be better. It is
important that you like the colour of your bedroom
walls too, as it is the last thing you see before you
go to sleep!

Keep it simple and cozy!

7. Keep it sweet- it reflects your relationship
Above all, bedroom is your relationship sanctuary where you harness your
bonding with your loved ones. It is important to create a sweet and
comforting environment in it to maintain a healthy family relationship.
Ask a sick person, and their most valuable asset is their health. Pay a good
attention to your bedroom’s feng shui because it is the key to your
wellbeing . A perfect day will start with a good rest from a healthy bedroom,
so start making it an important asset in your house.
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